Retractable Belt Guards are used to stop unauthorised access to warehouses or Loading Bays. The yellow and black belt can be easily pulled out of the housing and attaching to the belt clip opposite.

**Wall Mounted model DRBG/W**
The main housing can be screwed to the wall or fixed to pallet racking with the receiver clip fixed to the opposite wall.

**Magnetic model DRBG/M**
This magnetic model is ideal for temporary installation when you need to close off an area short term. Belt Guard housing and receiver clip are both magnetic so no screws required.

**FEATURES**
- Belt extends up to 5metres
- Black and yellow Hazard belt
- Strong polycarbonate housing in Black
- Comes complete with Wall clip
- Screws fixing included for Wall mount model
- For temporary installation use the Magnetic model

* Installation spec may change job to job depending on level of security

**TO ORDER:**
DRBG/W
DRBG/M